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The creator of this advertisement made it seem that way because all of the classics such as Marilyn Monroe
and Elvis drank this. I think anyone that knows any type of an American classic would be convinced that Coca
Cola is a classic as well. I think that after seeing this add, viewers will want to drink it as well because some of
the most iconic people drank this classic. Pop stars such as Taylor Swift and Beyonce have done commercials
with coke; making it a popular drink for all ages. For reasons of climate and occupation gloves will always be
needed. Last year it has had a feminine overhaul with ruffles on the cuffs or collars for a more romantic feel
and more recently it was reimagined with asymmetric detailing and oversized styles that sit on the shoulders
for a relaxed, modern feel. Gloves have been considered a luxury item, associated with status and aristocracy
since the middle ages when they were decorated with costly gems and embroidered with precious gold and
silver. I also believe that the artist was smart when creating this ad and could capture any consumer, no matter
what age and gender. Edgy bondage styled gloves in tight black leather, red vinyl and rubber are seen on
runways when punk, goth or fetish is trending. Gloves will continue to trend as a fashion accessory for two
reasons: protection and performance enhancement. In houses there are the pretty popular bungalows. Check
out Etsy for local designers designing unique pieces and re-imagine the white shirt for yourself. Each
ascending or trending style tribe is able to make them their own. Even today the white shirt remains a staple,
with subtle changes. Photos too can be considered as classic especially those from the 90's and below. I've
been know this quote since I was in college and from then on it never left my memory. The Independent. Just
think of the crisp, white shirt or the worn in leather jacket. It stands for craft and dignity. One enduring trend
that I have been quite interested in lately concerns the wearing of gloves. Due to its versatility the white shirt
never goes out of style. Gloves are functional as well as fashionable, so they can never truly go out of style.
Additionally, the artist also added an american flag, baseball glove and ball, and someone returning from war;
making it relatable for any american. All the work that goes in between the layers becomes evident only in the
eyes of those in the know. As a basic object of clothing they are genderless and ageless. So what items of
clothing can a person safely invest in and keep in their wardrobe, knowing they will stand the test of time? As
an epitome of timelessness, little has changed about it since Henry Poole made the first exemplar in  For a
garment to survive more than a season, it needs to have a combination of high quality design, functionality,
efficiency and always feel of the moment. Photo source: Pixabay edited.


